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District Name Crane ISD Campus Name Crane High School Superintendent Jan Hunt Principal

DCSI 

Principal Supervisor 
(Only necessary if the 

DCSI is NOT the Principal 

supervisor) 

Principal

Board Approval Date

What accountability goals for each 

Domain has your campus set for 

the year?

What changes in student group 

and subject performance are 

included in these goals?

If applicable, what goals has your 

campus set for CCMR and 

Graduation Rate?

 Essential Action 5.1 Objective-driven daily lesson plans with formative assessments.

Prioritized Focus Area #2 Prioritized Focus Area #3

2.1 Recruit, select, assign, induct and retain a full staff of highly qualified educators.

Domain 1 (Student Achievement): 78, Domain 2 (School Progress): 71, Domain 3: 64  The numbers are based on a 5% increase in all areas from the 18-19 accountablility ratings.

For CCMR, our goal is 47-percent; for graduation rate, our goal is 97-percent. Students may seek certification in CompTIA A+, CompTIA IT Fundamentals, Certified Nurses Assistant, Food 

Manager Certification, OSHA 30 Hr General, AWS D1.1, AWS D9.1, Microsoft Office EXCEL, and Microsoft Office Word.

Our student outcomes are below where they need to be across the board, so on average, we want to see a 10 percentage point increase in each STAAR tested subject area and grade level.  

Self-Assessment Results
(To be completed if the campus HAS NOT had an ESF Diagnostic)

Use the completed Self-Assessment Tool to complete this section

Data Analysis Questions

1.1 Develop campus instructional leaders with clear roles and responsibilities.

Essential Action

3

Implementation Level (1 Not Yet Started - 5 Fully Implemented)

3

3.1 Compelling and aligned vision, mission, goals, values focused on a safe environment and high expectations.

4.1 Curriculum and assessments aligned to TEKS with a year-long scope and sequence.

22.1 Recruit, select, assign, induct and retain a full staff of highly qualified educators.

1

ESC Support

Needs Assessment

000000001

District Coordinator of 

School Improvement 

(DCSI)

District Number

I, the District Coordinator of School Improvement, attest that I will provide or facilitate the provision of all the necessary district-level 

commitments and support mechanisms to ensure the successful implementation of the Targeted Improvement Plan for this campus. I 

understand I am responsible for the implementation of all intervention requirements. If I am the principal supervisor, I understand I am 

responsible for ensuring the principal carries out the plan elements as indicated herein.

Assurances

Jamye Swinford,  9/25/2020

Adrienne Horton, 9/25/2020

Jan Hunt, 9/25/2020

 I, as principal for this campus, attest that I will coordinate with the DCSI (and my supervisor, if they are not the same person) to use the district-

provided commitments and support mechanisms to ensure the successful implementation of the Targeted Improvement Plan for this campus. I 

agree to carry out the plan elements as indicated herein.

I, as supervisor of the principal for this campus, attest that I will coordinate with the DCSI to provide or facilitate the provision of all the necessary 

district-level commitments and support mechanisms to ensure the principal I supervise can achieve successful implementation of the Targeted 

Improvement Plan for this campus. I understand I am responsible for ensuring the principal carries out the plan elements as indicated herein.

Region 15

Campus Information

Adrienne Horton

Campus Number052901 Jamye Swinford

5

35.3 Data-driven instruction.

5.1 Objective-driven daily lesson plans with formative assessments.

Prioritized Focus Area #1

5.3 Data-driven instruction.



Foundations 

Rationale

Desired Annual 

Outcome

Barriers to Address 

During the Year

 Essential Action

Desired Annual 

Outcome

Barriers to Address 

During the Year

Prioritized Focus Areas 

for Improvement

Prior to this year, little feedback on lesson plans, and obs showed that it's likely 

that many weren't lesson planning; if DDI is going to be effective, we need to 

strengthen both lesson plans (with DOLs) and our feedback on them.

Prior to this year, we have had a high teacher-and-administrator-turnover rate, with hirees who are 

not yet highly-qualified or certified

Capacity Builder

Prioritized Focus Area #2

District Commitment Theory of Action

Date of ESF Diagnostic

Prioritized Focus Area #3

Have had PLCs, but they didn't focus on data analysis or effective responses (reteach) 

from the data analysis; no real process in place for ILT or teachers to analyze unit tests 

(or any other tests) for the purposes of effective reteach.

PLCs are led by ILT and follow DDI protocol after all unit tests and for common 

assessments (teacher created) in between unit tests.  Common assessments include 

retest on reteach items.

District Commitment Theory of Action:

Prioritized Focus Area #1

ILTs ability to roll out DDI to teachers (both from an effective PD and teacher buy-in 

standpoint); time management for ILT to ensure leader prep is done and high quality.

Principals and ILT will promote a positive working environment and strive to improve school culture. 

Through PLCs, the ILT will mentor and support teachers. Principals will monitor teacher qualifications 

and certifications regularly. Professional development will be offered in order to support teachers in 

becoming highly qualified.

Housing and regional teacher shortage is a major barrier to locating and hiring highly-qualified 

teachers. The minimal PD offered before school and our local region center has not been able to meet 

the demands of teachers' needs.

ESF Diagnostic Results
(To be completed AFTER the campus engages in the shared diagnostic with an ESF Facilitator)

If the superintendant provides regular coaching to the principal on the implementation of DDI and the principal's development of the instructional leadership team, and the district ensures that the campus has 

access to high-quality unit tests for all tested grades and subjects, and the district commits to providing test results back to the campus within two days from the assessment, then the campus will be able to 

establish strong data-driven instruction practices, improve the quality and frequency of use of lesson plans and formative assessments, and campus leaders will more frequently, effectively, and with greater role 

clarity engage in instructional leadership activities.

Time-management and protected teacher-collaboaration time on lesson plans.

Principals will regularly check lesson plans with the expectation that teachers 

will have high-quality lesson plans, including strategies and objectives.


